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1. The present document is a report for Output 2 of thc Policy component of project

RAF/87/042 for which ECA is the executing agency. It is a syntheses of pilot case studies conducted

in Zambia 011 the Polil.:y, Statistics and Training components of the projcct, with a view to enhancing

the role of women in the informal sector, with the Statistics component being executed by INSTRA W

and pilot studies on the Policy component being implemented by ECA and OAU in collaboration

with fLO as contained in the project document. The pilot studies conducted in the four countries

involved:

• a review of existing explicit and/or implicit policies on the informal sector in general

and on women's activities in particular;

~ an assessment of the impact of restrictive and/or enahling legislation on WomeJl in the

informal sector;

... ~ln assessment of the incorporation of women in ongoing programmes conccm ing the

informal sector; and

an assessment of the policy environment and capability of governmenta] and non

governmental institutions to formulate policies and monitor their implementation.

2. The Statistics component executed by INSTRAW involved the formulation of appropriate

methods and techniques for collection and analysis of data on the participation of women and their

working conditions in the informal sector in Africa, with a view to assisting policymakers in the

formulation of policies. The objective of the research was to produce two technical handbooks on

data collection methods. Two countries, Zambia and the Gambia, were selected for pilot projects

on methods of compiling data to be used in the production of two technical handhooks on data

collection. The pilot projects:

• examined existing data sources and bases on the informal sector to identify gaps and

bIases in reLnion to women's participation;

... analyzed the structure and scope of the informal sector 10 relation to women's

pa rt icipa tion;

• analyzed the conditions under which women in the informal sector operate and

formulated ways of compiling and presenting data which accurately capture the

essence of \vnmen'.s participation;

~ reorganizeu, refined and redefined basic existing statistical concepl~. standards,

criteria, methods and indicators to improve measurement of \Vomen's econornic

activity in the informal sector;

created data hasps on women's participation in the informal sector in industry, tr;lde

and services or updated existing data hases; and
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• linked those dala bases to the framewurk uf the UN System uf l\ation,i1 Accounts.

3. The technical handbooks were thus compiled from data collected during these pilot projects

and:

• collected, organized, processed and analyzed data obtained from secondary sources:

• described the different methodologies instruments. sources and concepts: and

• Provided model tahles and organized the contents into appropriate sections such as

various women's activities or industry, trade and services in Africa and submitted for

approval to the Regional Seminar for English-speaking countries held in ZaJllbia from

23 to 27 July 1990.

4. With regard to the Training component, the four studies carried out un trainin~ and

counselling also included an evaluation of:

~ Women's training needs for business management:

~ Training needs of non-governmental organizations (lVGOS) with a view to pro\iding

technical assistance in tr<lining and counselling for small~scale enterprise devch)pmcllt

and employment in addition to that provided by various institutions;

• Training needs of government organizations and institutions, with particular emphasis

on the need to reorient their activities to provide appropriate programmes and

delivery mechanisms; and

Programmes and policies with a view to training counsellors, exploring other avenues

of employment other than small-scale enterprises and promoting the integration of

women in development. The pilot case studies should form the basis of pilot projects

and two regional seminars (one in English and one in French).

J. The PoliO' C.omponent

5. The methodology employed consisted of data research at several levels and in particular a

documentary study, direct observation in the field and an analysis and synthesis of data collected hy

consultants.

a) nocumentary Rc:)carch

6. This was conducted partly in Addis Ababa, at the African Training and Research Centre for

Women (ATRCW), in the relevant divisions of the ECA: Agriculture, Statistics, fnternational Trade,

Industry, Socia-Economic Research and Planning, in offices of other UN agencies: ILO/JASPA.

PECTA, FAO, and by studying UNICEF and UNESCO publications.
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7. Documentary research was conducteJ In each of the countries in governmental. non

governmentiil and international institutions. A list of the institutions consulted is included in rhe

country reports.

0) pirect Observation

8. Direct observation ofwomen in the informal sector was made by consultants recruited for this

purpose in each country for a period of six weeks. The studies were conducted through guided

interviews using questionnaires and semi-grounded interviews based on some questions which, in the

opinion of the consultants were of major importance.

c) Data Analysis and Synthesis

9. A country report was prepared using the data collected at various levels ill each country. The

references for the reports are as follows:

• Pilot Case Study on Enhancing Ilze Role of Womcn ill Ilze fllj(ml1(/! Sector (Burkina

Faso) (EPSI/f/3/1989);

• Ellhancillg Women's Participation in tlze Unstructured Sector in Africa: Case Srudy of

tile Gambia (E/ECA/ATRCW/SPIS/2/3/1989);

Pilot Case Study on Strengthening the Role of Women in the Illformal Sector: Case Study

of the Peoples Republic of Congo (EPSI/19/8/1989);

Enhancing Women's Participation in the Injonnal Sector 1Il Zambia
(E/ECA/ATRCW/SPlS/18/8/1989).

2. The Statistics Component

10. The method utilized has been determined by the amount of data available. In general, the

macro-economic data heve been compiled using detailed statistics on employment when possible in

order to ensure that comparisons are valid.

11. In addition to tables on the participation of women in the informal sector, the analyses in the

technical handbooks included available data from analyses of national accouots. Agricultural

activities, which have their own particular characteristics, were not covered bec<lusP of problems

po,cd when data on this sector is processed in the same way as data obtained in the industrial, trade

or service sectors. The pilot case studies are summarized by INSTRA W in a separate report.
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3. The T.-aining Component

12. An indepth approach using open-ended questions was adopted which could lead to the

identification of underlying issues which may otherwise not be immediately apparent when a purely

statistical approach is used. In other words, the approach is qualitative rather than qualltitative.

Experimental training was selected as it emphasized learning hy experience rather than ohscrvation

and memorizing.

13. The results of this research was the suhject of a draft report which is being finalized.

The objectives of the synthesis presented in this document are to:

• summarize the findings of pilot case studies on the components of policy, statistics,

training;

use these findings to examine relationships between the several components ill terms

of:

(a) common advances or lack of common advances;

(b) observed interdependence and mutual reinforcement of actions taken; and

identify possible implications for combined policy options and strategies, inclUding

preconditions of action in one component for the success of action in others.

14. In this regard, the major issue is to define the informal sector. Due to the facts that several

definitions of the informal sector have been proposed by a number of major research institutes and

institutions concerned with the informal sector, the second meeting of the Project Steering Committee

decided that for the purposes of the project the informal sector shall be defined as follows:

"home based and individual enterprises with very few employees. All activities covered by

this definition except fanning, may be regarded as infonnal, even though processing and

marketing of agricultural products are regarded under the infonnal sector."

The informal sector may be partly or wholly defined as an enterprise which:

I. engages few or no non-family workers;

2. does not function within recognized laws and has no registered premises except the

home;

3. is not registered;

4. does not keep accounts; and

5. uses traditional means of ['roduction.
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15. The analysis made in the case studies could have lead to strategies for structural adjustment

and strategies aimed at involving rural- and urban-poor in development efforts. However. in view

of the insufficient data available on the field this was not possible. The results can be updated during

the project through national and regional seminars and pilot projects.

16. Compared to other African countries, the informal sector in Zambia is relatively well

documented. For example, in the early 1980's, ILO/SATEP, either through commissioning of paper.'

or from their own staff, carried out a number of investigations on the informal sector in Zambia. in

addition to these factors, there are a number of exccllent papers by independent researchers at the

University of Zambia and elsewhere, which inform on the various facets of the small-scale sector ill

Zambia I However, despite these impressive efforts, there is characteristically a dearth of

information on female participation in the Zambian informal sector.

17. According to vanous estimates the informal sector in Zambia is thought to provide

employment for between 200,000 - 300,000 Zambians. "Of these, an estimated 50,000 are enga!!,ccl ill

infonnal manufacturing and repair activities" (fLO/SATEP 1982:2). Another survey on rural small

scale enterprises in Zambia, based on a sample popUlation of approximately 51,000 households,

estimated that there were "... 223,990 enterprises employing 373,263 people... " (Milimo ami Fissell['.

1985: 14). Furthermore, the Fourth National Development Plan (FNDP) using statistics provided h\

the 1986 Labour Force Survey confirmed that the informal sector was providing (ill 1(86)

employment for 517,227 Zambians compared to 537,929 provided by the formal sector (FNDP, 198'):

67). This is due to the fact that the fonnal sector employment, has continued to decline, leaving the

informal sector to absorb some of the surplus labour. As the FNDP indicated, the unfavorable trend

in formal sector employment continued throughout 1988 (ibid.:66). The employment situation ill

Zambia is succinctly summed up in the Fourth National Development Plan (1989-1993:60) where it

is stated:

The general decline in the perfrmnance of the ecollomy since the mid-1970's has seriously aftecler}
the capacity of the economy to generate employment. The situation has been worsened hy 'he
rapid growth of the labour force resalting from the unprecedented population growth rate of 3. (i

percellt per annum. Consequelltly, the incidence of unemploymellt, particularly in urban areas.
has increased dramatically, necessitating a substantialproportion ofthe populatioll to seek mea Il5

ofsurvival in the infonnal sector.

A~ eumple arc the various papen. in ..... frican SodaJ RI.'SaU'Cb (1982): the study by Milimo and Fi<,;scha (198.5) on Rural Sm.1.11 Enkrp..-i."""
ill Zambia: the various litudics by Todd and COI~1tl$; ObcISduUI (1970); Tembo (19748 and 19741»; AmOng othc~
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18. In fact, the Zambian unemployment problem is extremely serious as evidenced by the fact

that, of aU persons entering the labour market each year, only about 15,000 are absorbed. The rest

remain unemployed, become engaged in rural or agricultural activities or activities in the urban

informal sector. Nevertheless, yet it is evident that serious constraints to entry into the informal

sector exist especially for male aspirants (Hoppers 1978; Todd et ai, 1979; fLO/SA TEP, among others).

In short, if aU the annual increases in the labour force are to be absorbed into the formal wage sector,

formal wage employment would have to grow at more than 17 percent per annum (ILO/SATEP;

1984: I). Since this is most unlikely, the informal sector - albeit with low wages and productivity·

will continue to be a survival strategy for the unemployed youth and womcn who are unwilling to

consider the agricultural sector as a viable alternative. But, they will have to join the bottom rung

of the informal sector spcctrum. This is because the informal sector in Zambia, as elsewhere in

Africa, is dominated by retail trade, community, social and personal services.

19. Female participation in the informal sector in Zambia appears to follow similar patterns to

those found elsewhere in Africa. Women:

• are concentrated in retail trade, community and personal services;

• have the least access to production resnurces, particularly skills and capital;

• are increasingly becoming heads of household (an estimated 30 percent);

• account for a significant proportion of unpaid family labour;

• often operate under severely intimidating circumstances (this is also true of most male

operators); and

find their incomes are frequently below that required to live above the poverty line

(UNICEF, 1986; ILOjJASPA, 1981).

20. Thus, all statistics indic~te that Zambian women form only a small proportion (about 7percelll

of the modern labour force and that "women s employment problems .., often appear to be more severe

than those of men." (1LO/JASPA, 1977: 47) I'urthermore, "... not only are female highly under·

represented in fonnal sector employment, but there are also legal fomlS ofdiscrimination against working

women" (CfDA, 1985: 147). Regarding their relatively low slatus in society, it is observed in the

Fourth National Development Plan, which has included a chapter on women that:

• 65 percent of the illiterate population is female;

• they constitute 30 percent of secondary school enrolment and less than 20 percent of

university and technical college graduates;

• they constitute 60 percent of the working-age population "nd are heads of 30 percent

of rural households.
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21. The relative marginalization of female informal sector operators in investigations carried out

by male investigators in Zambia and elsewhere in Africa is significant. The reasons adduced to

explain female marginality in and exclusion from most informal sector analyses by male inve:)tigators

rest on questions of productivity, employment generation and growth potential arguments. While

conceding the relative incapacity of micro enterprises and businesses - where women overwhelmingly

preponderate - to accumulate sufficient capital investment for growth and expansion, it seems an

inadequate and inadmissable argument to ignore a sector which offers subsistence to an overwhelming

majority of the urban poor. Since it is now generally accepted that African development strategies

have failed to deliver the expected trickle down effects, the informal sector acts ;IS a sponge

(Livingstone, 1986) for the urban surplus labour without which there would be scrious socia-economic

and political repercussions.

22. In summarizing the structure of female participation in the Zambian informal seclor, the

extent to which particular conceptual and methodological predilections can ineluctably lead to the

exclusion of some segments of the sector being studied should be noted. For example, in a survey

conducted by ILO/SATEP (1982: 4), it was pointed out that in Zambia "The informal mallujClctwing

and senJice activities appear fo be very nweh nzale dominated. Consequellt£v, u mere (J percent of those

interviewed were women III most of the activiries only males were engaged". This is clearly

demonstrated by the following table.

Tahle 1: SEXES IN TIm INFORMAL SECrOR

Activity Male Female

Tailoring ll' (80%.. ) 29 l20%)

Basket Making 66(%%) 3 (4%)

Pottery 2 (29%) 5 (71%)

Sweet Manufacturing 3 i50%) 5 (50'1<·)

Charcoal Burning 17 (B5%} 3 (15%)

IAU adivities covered 665 i94%} 43 (6%)

Source: ILOjSATEP (1982)

23. Of singular interest in the sampling methodology adopted in this survey, is the inclusion of

basket making as a predominately male activity. Of interest hecause unlike the traditional male

activities, there is nothing male about hasket making, except, of course, the particular cultural context

in which the research is being conducted. Thus, if this same study was to be replicated in Central

Kenya, there would be a complete reversal in the findings: for the simple reason that in that part
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of Kenya basket making is dominated by women. An additional example is provided by weaving

which is, par excellence, a female activity in many parts of Africa. However, in the Gambia, weaving

is mostly a male activity. Yet another example is market trading which is - and this is also true in

Zambia (Todd, et aI, n.d; the various studies by ILO/SATEP; Bardouille, 1982; among others) 

dominated by women. In Mauritius (Karanja, 1988) on the other hand, market place trading is

almost entirely probably over 95% dominated by men. There, cultural antecedents are used to

explain female confinement to the domestic and private sphere.

This factor, together with the vicissitudes of modern economic life, seems to offer a plausible

explanation of Mauritian women presence in factories but not in the open market places. In

Mauritius, women can only engage in business in the market place if offered "protection" by in

partnership with their male relatives, who are usua Ily physically present with the women in the market

places.

24. A study on street trading in Kabwe Urball (Ka(vocha, 1987: 36-37) cOllcludes:

There are very few women who participate in informal trading in Kabwe town (ChUildama,

1983). This probably due to low income realized in the informal sector which discourages

them (ibid.). Other factors could be:

1. limited employment opportunities generally and for women particular in the informal

sector;

2. the relatively high rate of illiteracy among women; and

3. the prevalence of males in activities which are elsewhere regarded as women's

domestic work.... An men's prevalence in informal trading is mainly because of their

relative physical strength and transport which facilitate the purchase of supplies from

wholesalers and factories in Kabwe and mobile sales at places that catch cllstom

(emphasis added).

25. Time and space does not allow a discourse of the inherent contradictions contained in this

passage. The purpose of citing it here is to highlight the consequences of a particular theoretical and

methodological orientation. For as Scthuraman (1989:7) points out, "much oJ the empirical evidence

suggests that women tend to be concentrated ill low-income activities within the inJonnal sector". Street

trading, especially in foodstuffs, is an excellent example of low-incomc activity. Again, since one 01

the activities in this survey is "cooked JOOdstuJJs: maize, groundnUf, meat, etc". (p.4I), it is indeed

difficult to explain their low representation in the sample - they constitute only 22.5 percent.

26. For example, the study reports that:
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"Those included are those se/lint: outside at the back of a tmck, those operating off the steps of
houses/shops, and those who peddle on bicYcles and tricYcles (NfJunt:ulu I. hawkers and those who
spread a few I1zeaJies all pla'itics for sale at bus stops, street junctions and near industrial
establishments. The difficulty in 10catinfJ and obtainint: data from those who 'sell (rom the
packet' preclude their consideration here'" (emphasis added).

27. A closer look at the methodology utilized might explain women's absence in this survey.

28. Finally, in this connection it is interesting to note thM the majority of Zambian women who

have managed to escape the real micro-businesses, such as trading, domestic (servallls) work, and the

like, have done so because they have access to definite and extra support, either through consanguinal

or affinal ties. This point is eloquently summarized by Hopper (1984: 117) in a study of Lusaka's

clothing industry. There, it is stated:

While the males (Zambiam) attempted - unsuccessfully so for - to compete with Asian factories
by producing similar ciothing for the same market, the females by and large concentrated on a
different line - producing high-quality fashion gannents for a higher-income female clientele.
Although this involved relatively high demand for capital and a vital concern about fore/oil
exchange allocations, these constraints have been eased, thankr;; to the wonzen's own upper dus. r

socio-ecotlOlnic status. Tilis has enabled them to gain valuable training through courses abrood
while, at tlze same time, it has provided a network of personal contacts through which many
problems of capital and marketing have been overcome. In addition, their very status as /J1{mid
women with prosperous husbands can, if necessary, serve as a last safeguard against fincli"
risks that such a volatile line of business entails...

A. The Policy Component

29. The data summarized in this report, indicate that the environment in which the informal

sector operates in Zambia poses severe constraints. This is a contradiction in view of the fact that.

consequent to a combination of internal and external factors, the Zambian economy has been

characterized hy severe structural imbalances for well over a decade.

30. On the national level, the tenacious application of capital intensive import-substitution

strategy, the persistent neglect of the ag['iculture sector, the proliferation of government subsid.::.,

the failure to address the question of income inequalities, between rural and urban as well as within

", rural and urban areas, among others reasons, have been identified as contributing, in no mean way,

to the current economic crisis in Zamhia.

31. The open nature of the Zambian economy, the perennial political instability in Southern

Africa (e.g., the declaration of UDI among others,), the lack of diversification, the disproportionate
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attention raid to the minine industries and a few large scale manufacturing concerns, ha\'l;

pcrpdu:lleJ a colonial legacy which means lhat most of the development in Zamhla continues to he

concentrated mostly along thc "rail line". As ILO (1988: 18) pointed out, "Beyond 50 kilometres Jiwll

{he rail lines eVely/hilly, has remained r()mplete~v mral". Thus, "u/!,riculture does not provide adequate

susfenallr.e for the mral population" in Zamhia. ]0 the meantime. import-substitution orientC\tion has

woefully failed to stimulate sufficient growth and develnpment <IS indicated by the serious levels o(

open unemployment. Meanwhile. high levels of infl<ltion and the continued depreciation of the

Kwacha h,lve had serious ramifications for poor families, especiall:' those in the informal sector,

\\'hCISC per capIta incomes have heen dr<'lstically reduced.

32. External shocks have also intervened to exacerbate the Zambian economic crisis, culminating

in the 1r-..1F interventinn <lnd the devaluation of the Kwacha in 11)X5, with serious consequences .

. '_1. hJrthcrmort.' drastic f:lll in the prices of zambia's rrimar~:/ commodity (copper) in the

imcrnatioll<tJ i1laikets, cO/lst.'l{uent to the instahility of industrially ;ldV~lIlLCd market eCDllumics ~Ind

continumg high interest rates in international financial markets, have conspired to worsen Zamhia's

terms of trade leading to a scriou~ debt crisis.

34. The impact of the foregoing for the informal sector has been particularly devastating because.

in addition to the increased poverty, practically all activities in the informal sector not only domestic

work are officially defined as illegal. The constraints to the informal sector operations comequcnt

to a hostile policy environment h;1ve been shown to be immense. Since the laws and regulations (lfe

stringently and continuously applied to petty trading, where women preponderate, negative policies

towards the informal sector in Zambia have, by definition, affected women morc than their male

counterparts in the informal sector.

35. The majDr problems facing the Zambian informal sector orerators in general, and the women

in particular, may be summarized as follows:

1) they oper<lte an exceedingly hostile and constraining policy enviroilment;

2) most of them lack access to most infrastructuraJ facilities and other support structure,';

- in particular, skills and capital investment \vhich leaves most female informal sector

oper:ltors in a re:ll quandary;

:;) a host of government policies particularly those pertaining to income control that kept

the prices of some agricultural commodities artificially low, had a negative imp,lct on

most goods whose rrouucers are mainly women;

4) because of the negative policy towards the inform<ll sector, there is nn institution:!!
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framework for policy development and implementation; and

5) hecause of the continuing economic imhalances, the informal sector as a whole has

suffered more disproportionaly as the structural adjustment progl aIllme has, among

other things, called for drastic reduction in government expenditures. Employment

and the like have all suffered immeasurably. Those IIIost affected have been women

in the informal sector both in the rural and urban areas and their families.

B. The Statistics component

36. An analysis of census data for the non-agricultural sector in Zamhia and of the population

using international classification methods indicated that 61 % of the popUlation are engaged in trade.

11 C:Ic in communication activities and the rest in construction, transport. the electricity sector :1nd the

servIces.

37. In the informal non-agricultural sector in which women "ccount for 54% of the lahour force

and in which roughly 2 out of 3 women are engaged, the corresponding figures are 74% in trade,

small-scale restaurant operation, dressmaking, 14% in manufacture. and 8.5% in the transport, social

and services sectors. It is therefore evident that women dominate the informal sector excluding

agricultural activities. However as the above data were limited they should only be considered as

examples. In fact, street vendors and those who conduct sales at home should be placed in a special

category and should not be classified with small-scale restaurant owners and other groups'

C. The Training Component

38. Pilot case studies indicated that the informal sector contributes directly ond indirectly into

public revenue in the form of:

a) revenue (fLO estimated from 10 country studies that in/annal sector enterprises

accounted for 10% of the revenue);

b) taxes and licences;

c) daily municipal fee paid by street vendors; and

d) taxes on imported raw materials and light equipment.

39. Case studies have indicated that women provide a vital link betwccn the rllral and urban

societies by buying in the rural areas and selling in town, between production, and consumption by

2
Reb to INSI"RJ\W Report, M;,y 90 o.se Studies IiJDlhcsis p.80 and onwank
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regulating the flow of goods and between agriculture and industry hy producing the raw materia" and

marketing the finished products and finally giving a loan to the economy particularly in the form of

unpaid labour.

40. Furthermore it was established from the case study that women's training needs included:

a) Assistan~ in management and production

~ Women in the informal sector are in fact interested in receiving tra ining in

product identification, identiJYing steps in establishing a business, w0rking

capital and cash management generating funds f()[ investment bankin~. hasic

bookkeeping, costing, credit management purchasing raw materials and

solving competition problems.

I. Functional literacy

~ It was established during the study that training in functional literacy w0uld

be advantageous particularly to W0men who are not yet functionally literate

as this would provide them with better access to sources of information such

as the media.

2. Financial management

~ Training in these areas should focus particularly on capital and cash

management, bookkeeping, costing, credit management and providing advice

on working capital management and investment methods.

3. Marketing management

~ In view of the fact that most women did not into business in the informal

sector uf choice but of necessity, general but simple training on steps to be

taken when establishing a business and on planning would be advisable. More

literate women could be trained in project planning.

~ As part of the training, various small-scale enterprises which require little or

no imported materials and for which there is constant local demand could be

identified. Thus, women wishing to start a small-scale business or change to

a new one can move quickly into identified, welJ established and profitable

business areas. They would alsu be better informed about existing competition

and sales levels. Glven the limited resources of women in the informal sector

in Zambia, training should include a course on sales promotion and training
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methods.

problems relating to transportation and management of products as well as

working conditions should be examined within the framework of marketing

management, taking into account improvement of stock quality and stock

management.

b) Training needs of NGD

• According to the pilot case study, even through Zambian women are not used

to forming economic grouping, there is a strong element of mutual assistance.

Training for these training groups, should focus an leadership training for an

enterprise followed both formal and informal initiation into group dynamics.

Training should also include a component on collective as well as individual

problem solving.

• Methodologies in these areas should include case studies, theatre. role plays,

fields trips and discussions to develop business management skills.

Training may be provided for women or mixed groups. However, the training

programmes should be structured in such a way that women do not need to

invest a great deal of time in them.

c) Needs~overnmental institutions

• A numher of institutions in Zambia can provide assistance to women in the

informal sector. However, most need to focus on the actual needs of business

women. Strategies for assisting women's groups are as yet, not well developed

even though some assistance groups and active groups do exist. In general,

institutions experience funding and staffing problems. Many organizations are

also unaware of what the informal sector really constitutes, some adopted an

openly negative attitude to what they considered an illegal ,ector. while some

organizations are concerned with promoting awareness (COIlSciclllisurion) and

developing knowledge of and skills in the informal sector. Thes,; institutic'"s

should therefore collaborate with a view to providing training in the ;Ilfllrmal

sector.

Policies towards the informal sectors have hitherto not been supportive. In

the area of human resources development, much needs to be done to

formulate policies that will guide women into productive activities th:!t

generate adequate income.
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41. To enhance the Zambian women's participation in the informal sector it is strongly

recommended that:

~ All Acts, policies and regulations that directly or indirectly constitute a barrier to

informal sector participation be reviewed with a view to revoking those that are in

fundamental conflict with the general welfare, security or otherwise, of the Zambian

society.

~ Because of the pre-eminence of the agricultural sector in development efforts, and

because of women's dominance in food production, it is imperative that the

government pays particular attention to rural women's access to credit, information

and all the other support structures necessary to improve their lives and ensure the

nation's food security.

Since revitalization of the agricultural sector is integral to the structural adjuslr.,,,nt

programme being undertaken, it is extremely important that the government gives

strong support to all the institutions that are attempting intervention in this se,"'lL

In ordcr to aid women in the rural informal sector (non-fann activities I '",'

government should seriously and specifically address the problems of storage,

preservation and transportation as these are now widely recognized as constituting

major bottlenecks for most people engaged in agricultural production.

~ In order to facilitate the enumeration of the informal sector, the authorities concerned

should re<luce, to the barest minimum, difficulties in obtaining licences for inform"l

sector operations.

Once the cost of obtaining a license has been reduced, the government should actively

encourage the informal sector operators to acquire the relevant licences but ex(mrt

tbem from paying any income tax; the objective in this exercise is to aid researchers

and the government in collecting statistics on the informal sector.

Since small-scale enterprises and industries are an important part of any deveiopmc"l

process, the government should review all policies that discriminate against small-scale

enterprises in favour of large-scale in<lustries.

Because of the structural discriminations that most women have to continually

confront, there is an urgent need for government to put pressure on IcndiJlg

institutions that refuse credit facilities to women in the informal sector. Such

institutions, especially when government supported, should be required to demon:;tra te

that their lending policies do not deliberately exclude poor female entrepreneurs
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• Since there is a positive relation between education and almost all other life chances,

there should be a sustained effort to ensure equal access to educational facilities for

female children and students especially at higher levels in order to upgrade the

business ma nagement and administrative skills of women who generally dominate this

sector.

C) The training component

42. In order to enhance the contribution of women towards development through the informal

sector the following steps need to be taken:

• various policies, (legal, economic, human development, etc) should be formulated and

implemented;

human resources deVelopment should include strategies aimen at existing or proposed

institutions <IS well as national strategies;

... efforts be madc to move away from concentrating traditional Western female "honu:

/11aking" activities so that women can participate in more ecunomically viable

activities;

training policies should focus on teaching management subjects and project planning

for small or medium-scale enterprises, establishment of enterprises and methods and

techniques of establishing enterprises;

• policies and strategies for developing human resources in the informal sector should

focus on ways of obtaining materials, stock management, studies of outlets and

mal kets and generating capital; and

• apart from improving the skills of women In the informal sector, credit facilities

should be provided to these women in order to make their business ventures viable

or more viable.

43. The coordination initiolly envisoged using the project document could not be maintained due

to inter-institutional and adjustment reasons. However, it is expected that slmultaneoosly

improvements will be made by:

a) using data provided by pilot projects on the different components to complete the

characteristics of women in the informal sector, their activities and the results of such

activities. Simultaneous improvement could also involve:

(i) the establishment of a credit support system, however minimal, for the

various pilot activitics involving target groups to be selected bv

representatives of various institutions and groups concerned;
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(ii) inviting institutions and individuals who participated in Project

RAF/87/042 to participate in future activities.

b) the sine qua non of coordinating the various activities undertaken at the national level

is selecting the same target group to participate in the various components of the

project and for the formulation of legal framework policies for national governments

and aimed at enhancing the role of women in the informal sector. Such

improvements would serve as an incentive to acquire new skills which could prove

useful in developing an enterprise with a higher profile, particularly when an adequate

creJit source is available.

44. In view of the sensitive nature of the informal sector and the repressive offlcial attitude

towards this sector, information on the consequences will not be immediately available. A change

ill the mentality and attitudes and the co-operation of all participants are necessary for the

implemcntation of new policies.

45. Some of the results envisaged are:

L A higher profile for women in the informal sector;

2. An increase in the contribution made by women in the informal sector towards tbe

economy in the form of savings;

3. An improvement in the socio-economic environment by improving the quality of

services provided at the national and local levels;

4. Improved mechanisms for marketing local products in the main areas of intervention

in the informal sector; and

5 A change i[\ attitude towards the informal sector and women.

46. Taking as an example the Policy component, which is the topic of a national seminar, in order

to ensure the success of other activities in other components:

1. A concerled political desire to train women in the informal sector should be expressed

and clearly defined by legislation, measures and strategies. furthermore, to analyse

available data or data to be collected the chart proposed by P. H ligon in his study on

the informal sector, Women and Development Plannillg ill Africa3 should be used
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Effects of the Crisis and Adjustment Policies on So-called
Informal Activities-

~~~_.--f----------=?fl:w;:~=--
Balancc of Payments / Deflationary l
~m fu~

Action on Demand

Restriction on
imports
V of inputs
V prices

of inputs

Budgetary
restrictions

~
of subsidies
to enterprises

~

Credit
restrictions

~
enterprises
indebtedness

,/~
V Household

mcomes

~

~
Public
Demand

~

Action on Supply

V of productivity and
competitiveness of

modem sector ""
V wage-eamingjobs I ~

Substitution Effects

Sbs ' . ~ S ·liza'\J·u trtutlOn pecla hon
low capital intensity in markets where

"" small-scale demand
~ operates

&urnover V
~~

Extensive Intensive
accumulatinn accumulation
through through
diversification technical changes

V
Complementary Effects

-j; ~
vot inputs and Keynesian Xr

""prices of inputs, Sustainable demand
tools, equipment of goods and services

~ ~
V Turnover of

/ Informal 1ector~

Transfers of Increase in Fallback on
rmks and cost domestic survival
outside sector competition activities

I ~ t
Free labour
Flexibility
labour

~

Mortality rate
of units

~

D.of least
capital-intensive
activities

~

Expansion of
small craft units

~

D.ofunits
~SME, SMI

/
Strengthening of non
commodity social
relations

Fallback into
involuntary
activities

I"'~,,;"O of p<."commodity production

------ -

Urban migration
Pendular migrations
Expulsion of marginals

Urban
pauperization

[BOX 1:

Source: P. lIugon, Women and Ikvelopmou Plaltning inAfrica, UNESCO, PAris
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their pcrform;mces :lnd

(Refer to Box 1) with ~l view to oht~lining mure detailed infofmatiull on the socio

economic and policy environment:-; in 'JI.:hich ~lCtivilies alc c,)J)L!udcd in tile infoflll:t!

sector and on women's activities. In this regard, a knowledge of current trend,,; ill tile'

following would be necessary:

... puhlic services and retrenchment;

enterpri:scs !n (he modern sector

shortcomings;

• the activities of informal micro-enterprises; ami

• attitudes and other related behaviour.

2. The same target group should be selected for the activities of the differenl

components. Bearing this in mind, the pyramid chart proposed by lLO should he'

studied:

<X)MI'R1S,,'<G "UnTAGE ,NDUSTRIES", t\ON-/l.CR!CU\TIIIl..A1 RUlt'\L "lNDI)STJUE<;", BlICK Yl\ltl)

I'll..Ol)lJ(T](lN IVT1Vln(:,'.;, GENI':RAILY, lJt-<rl's OF A MORE OR LESS SI'ONTANFOIJS NATtJrU:

(nMJ'1~IN(j ROAlrslDE lJ','n~ ( HXED OR M)jlllE), M\RKET /'Cl1\rTllFS, Erc_

n-}Kl1\ilD 1\\ 1V\V1l'G /I. MlNl\llM 0:" Ol['r\.f'oIMU::)N" A'\ n-'1I;NiJ ·\0 GIl-OO!' (l'.'E

ACCOUNnNG PRACIlCES

GROUP FOUR

COMPRlSING SMALL AND MEDIUM

ENTERPRISE~, wrIH BASIC ACCOUNTING

PR<X=EDURES

GROUP THREE

COMPRISING SMALL "SHOPS" (PRODUcnON,

COMMl:;RCE OR SERVlCE) IDENTIFIABLE BY llIE

EXISTENCE OF A "SIIOp"

GR0UP1WO

GROUP ONE

FORMAL SECTOR

IN11::RMEDJATE

ZONE

SECTOR
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3. The activities of the various components should be effectively coordinated. For

example, the target group for the Credit project should also benefit from the training

activities envisaged in the Training component as well as the strategies. legislation and

measures envisaged in the component on policy.

47. As a results of this survey on women in the informal sector in Zambia and their activities and

needs. definite steps should be taken to resolve the main problems relating to strategies and rolicies.

4~. Firstly, the question of eventual national development (policy of definite programme change)

through spontaneous, almost "ruthless" actions, should be adequately addressed. In ordcr words, what

benefits can be derived from profitahle activities which can only be carried out illegally, particubrlv

when the foUowing obviously contradictory reasons, according to Hugon. exist:

a) formalizing and legalizing small-scale and medium-sized enterprises in the infonm!

sector wiU only leave others in the illegal sector and poverty;

b) formalizing the informal sector may result in "killing the goose that lays the golden

eggs.'''' In other words, as a result of liberizing operations in the informal seelm.

certain choices will have to be made: regulation or deregulation; the struggle against

poverty and unemployment or improving the living conditions of the populations by

making it possible for women in small enterprises in the informal sector to accumulate

a certain amount of wealth in order to improve their business; how, for example, can

the link between the development of these enterprises and improving the national

economy and other economic sectors be maintained.

49. What supportive measures are envisaged and on which data source will new policies be based'"

With regard to the theoretical environment, excessive generalizations should be avoided,

without at the same time, adopting an exclusively feminist approach. For example, the

observations made and facts established concerning the impact of structural adjustment

policies, and in certain countries, industry. metallurgy and mechanical repairs cculd be va Ii,'

for women's activities in the informal sector even though these activities are restricted to fO\,l1

processing, handicrafts or trade. In any case, when a socia-economic and policy environmClll

conducive to the development of activities in the informal sector and which takes into account

the contribution made by women in that sector is eventually created, detailed statistics Dn

4 P. II",gon, OJI. dt.



women's needs will be required on:

• Training/information;

• Credit/capital;

• Means of production; and,

• Markets and outlets,
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